
Example
Fun celebration with their community. Ceremony feels casual, romantic, and intimate with chairs placed in an arch around center greenery installation.
Everyone is in close and can hear without a microphone. Reception is super lively, with lots to check out like food trucks outside, a friend DJing a little

joyful dance party, and an informal photo booth. The feel is light and airy boho with tons of greenery, boho macrame table runners, and mixed vintage
metals. Main colors are white, greenery, and light grey, with pops of light orange, pale yellow, light blue, and pink in the bouquet.



Bouquet has delphinium, sweet pea, feverfew, yarrow, ranunculus, poppies, peonies, wax flowers, plenty of greenery. Hanging arrangement and table
centerpieces are full of greenery and feel like .



Bouquet has the feel that it’s just been gathered in the garden, with patches of color and a round shape. Many small flowers and a few large flowers.



Floral centerpieces on guest tables have similar flowers to the bouquet, are loosely arranged in metal compote-styled elevated vases



Wood tables have eucalyptus greenery garland:



Greenery wheel is the centerpiece of the room and ceremony, it feels like a cloud of greenery.



Greenery creates the aisle for the ceremony processional



Special chairs for S+J

https://www.thevintagerentalcompany.net/upholstery/peacock


Wood tables have macrame runner, greenery garland, grey napkin, bright taper candles



Round tables have macrame runner, grey tablecloth, grey napkin, bright taper candles, and floral centerpiece



Use wood tables from venue | Rent macrame table runners |Rent grey linens for guest tables and cake table

https://www.knotsandivory.com/rentals


White cake with greenery, maybe flecks of gold. Cookie cake. Behind table is a cute bunting sign



Bar sign and wedding welcome sign are acrylic with pressed flowers



Dinner from food trucks, maybe dessert option too



Other ideas for fun: cool veil, pinata, temporary tattoo station, outside games, photo booth



PHOTOS FROM REAL WEDDING










